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advantage that it is small enough for ‘don-
gle’-style applications as shown in Figure 2. 
Surface mount USB plugs can be quite dif-
ficult to source, but an elegant, zero-cost 
solution exists. You can design one into the 
printed circuit board itself, so long as you 

vent over-insertion force. The overall PCB 
width should be 16.00 mm or less.
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Web Link
[1] www.hexwax.com

don’t mind a PCB 2.0–2.20 mm thick includ-
ing tracks (arrow ‘A’ in Figure 2) for the 
dimensions. For best reliability, the PCB con-
tacts (‘B’) should be plated with hard gold 
flash (0.25-1.27 μm) over nickel (2.6-5.0 μm). 
Finally, shoulders (‘C’) are required to pre-

Lighting Up Model Aircraft
Werner Ludwig (Germany)

This circuit provides aircraft mod-
ellers with extremely realistic bea-
con and marker lights at minimum 
outlay. The project’s Strobe out-
put (A) provides four brief pulses 
repeated periodically for the wing 
(white strobe) l ights .  In addi-
tion the Beacon output (B) gives 
a double pulse to drive a red LED 
for indicating the aircraft’s active 
operational status. On the proto-
type this is usually a red rotating 
beacon known as an Anti-Collision 
Light (ACL). The circuit is equally 
useful for road vehicle modellers, 
who can use it to flash headlights 
and blue emergency lights.
All signals are generated by a 4060 

14-stage binary counter and some 
minimal output selection logic. 
Cycle time is determined by the 
way the internal oscillator is con-
figured (resistor and capacitor on 
pins 9/10) and can be varied within 
quite broad limits. High-efficiency 
LEDs are your first choice for the 
indicators connected to the Bea-
con and Strobe outputs (remem-
ber to fit series resistors appropri-
ate to the operating voltage Ub 
and the current specified for the 
LED used). 

The sample circuit is for operating 
voltages between 5 and 12 V. Cur-
rent flow through the two BS170 FET 
devices must not exceed 500 mA.
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LED Bicycle Lights
Ian Field (United Kingdom)

Before getting started an acknowledgement 
is due, the circuit presented here uses an 
ingenious method of controlling a flyback 
converter by the voltage developed on a cur-
rent sensing resistor, this was published by 
Andrew Armstrong in the July 1992 issue of 
ETI magazine.
The reworked circuit is quite simple. At the 
instant that power is applied only a small cur-
rent flows to charge C4 so insufficient voltage 
is developed on R3 to switch T2 on. Also, D1 
allows C2 to charge from the 6 V battery, so 
R1 feeds enough voltage to switch on T1 — 
this shunts the voltage across L1 and the cur-
rent in it starts to rise. At a certain point the 
current which returns via R3 will develop suf-
ficient voltage to switch on T2 which shunts 
the gate voltage to T1 causing it to switch off, 
initiating the flyback voltage from L1. The fly-
back pulse forces a current around the circuit, 
charging C4 and feeding the LEDs. As the 
return current is via the current sensing resis-

ing edges. Components D1, D2 & C2 form a 
bootstrap boost circuit for the MOSFET gate, 
although it is logic level it only guarantees 
the stated RD-S(on) at a Vg level of about 8 V 
— by happy coincidence the combined Vf of 

tor R3, this keeps T2 turned on and T1 turned 
off, so the flyback phase is not clamped until 
it has given up all its energy. Capacitor C3 
provides positive feedback to ensure reli-
able oscillation and sharpen up the switch-
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four ultrabright red LEDs is about 8.8 V and 
this is the value that the output is normally 
clamped to.

There are some notes on the components 
specified. For position T1 an n-channel MOS-
FET with a very low RD-S(on) of 15 mΩ (at 10 V) 
Is suggested, although its high ID rating (35 A) 
is not strictly necessary. Purists may wish to 
use Schottky barrier diodes for D2 and D4, 
but a quick look at the data sheet for the 
popular BAT85 shows that with a Trr of 4 ns it 
is not actually any faster than the 1N4148. It 
is doubtful whether the lower Vf would make 
any noticeable difference.
Zener diode D5 has been included as a safety 
measure in case the output should ever find 
itself open circuit. The flyback converter can 
develop a quite impressive voltage when 
run without load and would have no diffi-
culty damaging the MOSFET. If a higher volt-
age MOSFET is used then C4 could easily fall 
prey to excessive voltage if the lead to the 
LED breaks. In the final working prototype D5 
was a 1.3-watt 22-volt zener, but any value 
between 18 and 24 V is fine. Bear in mind that 
with four white LEDs on the output the volt-
age will be somewhere in the region of 13 V.
L1 is a 9 mm diameter 0.56 A 220 µH inductor 
with a low DC resistance (Farnell # 8094837); 
don’t even think about using those small axial 

lead inductors disguised as resistors — even 
the fat ones last only a few seconds before 
failing with shorted turns.
On R3, this resistor is selected depending on 
the configuration of LEDs. A value of 20 mA 
is fairly typical for 5 mm LEDs, on this basis 
four red LEDs will need about 12 Ω; five red 
LEDs about 10 Ω, and four white LEDs about 
6.8 Ω. Resistor R4 (1 Ω 1%) is provided to use 
as a temporary connection for the LEDs’ neg-
ative lead so the volt drop can be measured 
to indicate the current flowing during setting 
the correct LED current by adjusting R3.
The efficiency of the circuit depends on the 
LED current, which also determines to some 
extent the switching frequency. At 10 mA (4 
white LEDs) 170 kHz was measured on the 
prototype — and that’s about the maximum 
normal electrolytic capacitors are able to 
withstand. If more current is drawn (e.g. three 
white LEDs at 30 mA) then the switching fre-
quency drops to about 130 kHz and the effi-
ciency rises to around 75%.
The circuit is simple enough to construct on 
stripboard, which can be built as a single or 
double unit to suit whatever lamp housings 
are ready to hand. The double unit should fit 
comfortably in a 2x D cell compartment and 
the single board is only a whisker bigger than 
a single C cell.
Suggested lamp housings are the Ever Ready 

and the Ultralight but there should be many 
others that can be modified to house the 
stripboard. In many cases the hole for the 
bulb will need 4 notches cut with a round file 
so that the LEDs can be pushed far enough 
through. These can be secured in place with 
a spot of hot melt glue.
The battery and switch box can be surpris-
ingly challenging, the unit built for a fam-
ily member went on a bicycle with a wire 
basket so it was easy to bolt a Maplin ABS 
project box to that. With only the tubular 
frame to fix things onto, it’s not so easy. The 
authors’ battery box for the present project 
is an old Halfords lamp — the one that drops 
into a U shaped plastic clip that does noth-
ing to deter thieves, but it’s far more secure 
when cut down to make a battery box and 
clamped to the handlebar with a jubilee clip. 
It easily holds a 6 V 1.3 Ah SLA battery from 
Maplin but any nominal 6 V type can be used 
as per individual preference. Deep discharg-
ing should be prevented.

Please Note. Bicycle lighting is subject to 
legal restrictions, traffic laws and, addition-
ally in some countries, type approval.
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Remote Washing Machine Alert
Götz Ringmann (Germany)

It is often the case these days 
that the washing machine 
a n d  t u m b l e  d r y e r  a r e 
installed in an outbuilding 
or corner of a garage. This 
not only makes the kitchen 
a much quieter place but 
also leaves room for a dish 
washer and gives additional 
cupboard space. The prob-
lem now is how to tell when 
the wash cycle is finished. In 
bad weather you don’t want 
to make too many fruitless 
trips down the garden path 
just to check if the wash cycle is finished.
The author was faced with this problem when 
he remembered a spare wireless door chime 
he had. With a few additional components 
and a phototransistor to passively detect 
when the washing machine’s ‘end’ LED comes 
on, the problem was solved.

C1 smoothes out any fluctuations in the LED 

on C1 starts to fall. Changing 
the value of R1 will increase 
sensitivity if the LED is not 
bright enough.
When the voltage on C1 falls 
below 1/3 of the supply volt-
age IC1 switches its output 
(pin 3) High, removing the 
reset from IC2. T2 conducts 
and LED D1 is now lit, sup-
plying current to charge C2. 
When the voltage across 
C2 reaches 2/3 supply IC2 
switches its output Low and 
C2 is now discharged by pin 
7 via R3. The discharge time 
is roughly one minute before 

the transistor is again switched on. The proc-
ess repeats as long as light is falling on T1.

Transistor T2 is a general-purpose small sig-
nal NPN type. The open collector output is 
wired directly in parallel with the bell push 
(which still functions if the transistor is not 
switched on). Ensure that transistor output is 
wired to the correct bell push terminal (not 

light output (they are often driven by a mul-
tiplex signal) producing a more stable DC 
voltage to inputs 2 and 6 of IC1. The circuit 
is battery powered so the CMOS version of 
the familiar 555 timer is used for IC1 and IC2. 
The output of IC1 (pin 3) keeps IC2 reset (pin 
4) held Low while there is no light falling on 
T1. When the wash cycle is finished the LED 
lights, causing T1 to conduct and the voltage 
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